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RJCO Quarterly
Restorative Justice News for Practitioners
Imagining a Better Way Forward
Determined to bring RJ to every correctional institution in
Oregon, Dennis Holmes shares his insights and vision for how he
is making his goal a reality.
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Editor’s Note:
Welcome to the second edition of RJCO Quarterly. We hope you are
enjoying reading about restorative programs and practices happening
around the state. In our Spring edition, you saw several articles focusing
on Restorative Discipline and Restorative Justice practices with youth. In
this issue, you will find a focus on Restorative Justice work with adult
victims and offenders. In future publications, we aim to cover victim’s
services, legal issues, academic research, and general practice. If you have
a topic you would like to see discussed, or have an article you would like
to submit for publication, please email our team at rjco.info@gmail.com
In addition, the RJCO Leadership would like to thank Oregon Juvenile
Department Directors Association for funding the release of the RJCO
website, going live by January 1, 2015!

RJ in the news

If you would like more information about RJCO leadership or
membership, please contact Matthew Hartman at
mhartman@clackamas.us.

“If we could change ourselves, the tendencies in the world would also
change. As a man changes his own nature, so does the attitude of
the world change towards him. … We need not wait to see what
others do.” Mohandas Ghandi
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Gender and Violence: A Restorative Approach
Insight Development Group facilitates restorative justice dialogue at Oregon State Correctional Institution.
Rachel Foxhoven, IDG Steering Committee member and facilitator

While IDGs Gender and Masculinity Group definitely
steps away from traditional restorative justice
dialogue, it has made the concepts of privilege,
power and responsibility to others accessible to
group participants in a completely new way.
Additionally, it gives them tools to engage with forms
of injustice that they encounter every day inside such
as homophobia, the commodification of violence and
toxic masculinity, and lack of care and space for
anyone stepping outside of the rigid gender norms
inside. And of course, one of the most difficult topics
the group tackles is the relationship between gender
and crime. Despite the difficulty, participants learn
to struggle with questions such as:

We couldn’t have imagined the response we would
get when we decided to screen the documentary
Tough Guise as part of the Insight Development
Group (IDG) Curriculum, a restorative justice dialogue
group for inmates at Oregon State Correctional
Institution. This
“I feel so
documentary, created by
fortunate to be
Jackson Katz and the
involved in the
Media Literacy
Foundation, immediately
group…I’ve
incited passionate
learned what an
engagement from IDG
ally is and how to
participants. Not only did
be an ally to
IDG participants identify
others.” – Past IDG
strongly with the
Gender & Masculinity Group
documentary’s pivotal
Participant
thesis that masculinity
and violence have been confounded in the media and
society, but it also opened up a conversation for them
about the ways they struggle with the toxic form of
masculinity that they encounter on an everyday basis
in prison. It wasn’t hard to see that many of our
participants were craving a forum for these
conversations. And we were happy to oblige. After all,
there are few topics that offer more opportunities for
reflection on injustice than gender.






While it can be incredibly hard to ask imprisoned
individuals to recognize and wrestle with the
privilege and power they have been afforded, these
courageous participants have been more than willing.
In a place where masculinity and gender roles are
narrowly defined and strictly enforced, engaging with
participants who are willing to risk their safety and
comfort to challenge the structure has been nothing
short of inspiring. It has also served as a reminder
that restorative justice is not a compass exclusively
applicable to crime; it can be an incredible guide to
engaging effectively with all forms of injustice.

What has evolved has been a collaboratively created
14-week dialogue based curriculum that deconstructs
gender and attempts to offer participants tools for
identifying and effectively engaging with gender
based issues. The curriculum includes dialogue
around:









Does our societal conception of masculinity
make violence a more accessible option for
young men?
Did my own views of masculinity make it
easier for me to commit my crime?
How do I re-conceptualize my own gender
identity to ensure that power and privilege
don’t drive my interactions?

Deconstructing the Gender Binary
The Derivation of Gender (Society & Nature)
Forms of Masculinity: Toxic & Healthy
The Nature of Power and Privilege
Sports, Masculinity & Gender
Allyship & Tools for Engaging
Gender Non-Conformity
Gender & Crime

*For more information, contact Rachel Foxhoven at
rachel.foxhoven@gmail.com
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Facilitated Dialogue Program
Oregon Department of
Corrections

The facilitators are present if and when an actual faceto-face meeting takes place. All cases are closely
monitored throughout the process by the FDP Advisory
Committee.

Dialogue program helps victims/survivors move forward
with “normal” living and work toward healing
Karen Roddy, Victim Services Coordinator

The Department of Corrections’ Facilitated Dialogue
Program was established in 2004 after five years of
stakeholder meetings that explored the possibility of
providing serious and violent crime dialogue in Oregon.
Ten years later, the program has evolved into a
respected, safe way for victim/survivors to meet with
the incarcerated person who committed the crime.

Program Values





Victim-initiated, Victim-centered, Victim-driven
Offender Responsibility
Safety
Preparation

All requests for dialogue are carefully assessed by
ODOC Victim Services in collaboration with the
Advisory Committee. If the case is deemed appropriate
to move forward, two facilitators are assigned to
arrange individual meetings with both the
victim/survivor and the offender to prepare for the
face-to- face dialogue.

Victim/survivors are able to let the offender know how
the crime has affected their lives and ask questions that
may never have been addressed previously. It is an
opportunity for offenders to recognize the people they
have harmed and hear directly the real consequences
of their crime. An offender’s participation in the
facilitated dialogue is voluntary and does not impact
his/her sentence or any parole or release
considerations.

There is no set time frame for completing the dialogue
process. The process varies for each case and is
dependent upon all parties’ readiness to meet. Each
participant may stop the process at any time.
Victim/Survivor Impacts






The facilitators for these meetings are volunteers from
the community who have received intensive
specialized training. Often facilitators have a
professional background in counseling, conflict
resolution, offender supervision, victim advocacy or
clergy work. The two person facilitator teams prepare
the victim/survivor and the offender for the meeting.

Victim/Survivor is empowered, given choices
Change of perspective on offender’s power
Sense of safety improved
Answers to haunting questions
Ability to move forward with new “normal”
living and work towards healing

Offender Impacts





Opportunity to be held accountable and take
responsibility for their crime
Opportunity to apologize and express remorse
Opportunity to help their victim
Positive step in their own rehabilitation

For more information on this program, contact the Oregon
Department of Corrections Victim Services Office at 888749-8080.
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Restorative Justice in the Department of Corrections:
Reflections and Vision for the Future
Dennis Holmes, Administrator of Religious Services for Oregon Department of
Corrections, answers a few questions about the future of Restorative Justice in Oregon
correctional institutions.
Interview by Carley Berkey, Beaverton Dispute Resolution Center

The goal is to have RJ
in all 14 of the
institutions in Oregon.
The leadership in the
DOC has shown support and openness to the
expansion of RJ across our state.

What is your role in terms of Restorative Justice (RJ) in
Oregon?
As most program administrators can attest, I wear
many hats in my work. In terms of RJ, I am the
instigator/facilitator of expanding RJ in the Department
of Corrections (DOC). I am in the process of meeting
with the superintendents from each of the fourteen
correctional institutions in Oregon to negotiate ways
they can implement RJ practices.

What lessons have you learned from your experiences
with OSP, Coffee Creek, and OSCI that you are
applying to new programs?
First – Start slowly. Don’t rush the process. Make sure
that all the people who will be involved – inmates,
facilitators and staff - have a voice in the development
of their RJ program.
Second – Consider the approach to program
implementation. One way to implement is to bring in a
packaged program and have facilitators run it. A
better way is to include staff, facilitators, and inmates
in the creation and participation of the program. This
second approach addresses a broader goal of creating
a cultural shift, not just for the inmates, but within the
prison as a whole.

Why use RJ in Oregon institutions?
Everything I have read about RJ points to how effective
it is as a way to rehabilitate inmates and prepare them
for transition back into their communities. Countries
that lead in RJ work, such as Norway and Canada,
utilize RJ as one of their
It’s helpful to think of RJ as
main rehabilitative
more than simply another
foundations in their justice
cognitive development
system, and have evidence
program and realize that
that it is effective in
RJ can bring about a
dramatically reducing
cultural and foundational
recidivism rates. In looking
shift in the whole
institution as well as lifeat RJ in Oregon
change in the participants.
institutions, it’s helpful to
think of RJ as more than
simply another cognitive development program and
realize that RJ can bring about a cultural and
foundational shift in the whole institution as well as
life-change in the participants. I have come to believe
that the value of RJ is greater than many people
realize.

What advice would you give RJ practitioners who are
experiencing resistance to RJ from decision makers?
In my conversations with superintendents from various
institutions, I use a personal approach. I sit down faceto-face with administrators to talk about what RJ is,
and how it can work for them in their unique
institution. In our conversations, I bring them
information in a language that is relevant to them. I
demonstrate that RJ is evidence-based and has a
proven track record of success. These realities have a
particular meaning for those in the DOC. I also discuss
the evidence of how successful RJ has been in other
places. Resistance can be overcome with education if
that education is personalized and shown to be
relevant to a given situation.

What do you see as the future of RJ in Oregon
institutions?
Expansion. That is the single goal right now. Currently,
there are three institutions that have RJ programs,
Oregon State Penitentiary (OSP), Coffee Creek, and
Oregon State Correctional Institution (OSCI), with a
fourth – Snake River – beginning the process.
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Northwest Justice Forum 2014
Reflections from a First-Time Participant
Brandon Atkins, Mediation Works Volunteer

“Solutions not suspensions,” “education not incarceration,” “push
back against push out,” are phrases that resonated with me at this
year’s Northwest Justice Forum held in Ellensburg, WA. The annual
three-day forum covers topics from restorative justice policies to the
impact of shame, to working with gang-affected youth, to victim’s
advocacy. Participants have the opportunity to connect with other
practitioners and learn from experts in the growing field of
Restorative Justice.

Presenter Greg Taylor challenges the audience
with the question, “When did you notice that
your race mattered?”

I came to the forum with the intention of learning more about
evidence-based best practices for working with youth, in order to bring this information to my community
where I currently volunteer with juveniles at Mediation Works and Boys to Men in Southern Oregon. With
the depth and breadth of the topics, I was humbled by the amount of knowledge and information offered
by the forum’s presenters and I quickly discovered how much I have to learn. I also came away with some
ideas to continue to strive for in my work.
As I come back to my work in RJ, I am reflecting on how I can apply the collective experiences of RJ
practitioners who shared their insights at the forum. Most importantly, I learned that relationship-building
and making connections with local schools, local law enforcement agencies, county juvenile judges and
various community providers is key to creating sustainable change. It’s with the collaboration, hard work
and passion that positive changes can happen and I look forward to being a part of the future of restorative
justice in my community.

Upcoming Event

RJ In the News
Oregon
What Students Want Adults to Know About Restorative Justice (video)

Oregon Juvenile Department Directors
Association Annual Conference
September 21-23 2014
Resort at the Mountain Welches, OR

Restorative Justice at Parkrose Middle School (video)

Nation
Restorative Justice in Education – Possibilities, but also Concerns (blog)
By Talking, Inmates and Victims Make Things ‘More Right’

World

OJDDA Mission: Shaping state and local
juvenile justice policy and practices by
promoting:


Restorative Justice Council – Restorative Services Quality Mark




Central America: Promoting Restorative Justice



Public safety through reduction in
juvenile crime;
Evidence based practices;
Leadership that creates strategic
direction;
A fair and equitable juvenile justie
system.

For more information, click here.

